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Referata Troubles?
As most Wiki Nations know, MicroWiki is moving from 

our website, Wikia. Unfortunately, our first choice, 

ShoutWiki, turned out to be very temperamental. Recently, 

popular MicroWiki Editor Aldrich Lucas proposed that we 

switch to the website Referata. Referata looked good, and had 

an easy importing system. However, problems soon arose. 

Referata has only 100 MB of file storage available. 200 MB 

of files are currently in use at the current site. Referata has 

crashed several times, sometimes displaying a white screen, 

other times pages of random code.

What should happen because of these troubles? So far no 

community decision has been made. However, Peter 

Bralesford of Egtavia has proposed that the wiki be moved to 

a privately hosted website, and that a committee of nations 

will pay for the site.
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Secundomian Forums are Online
President Parker I of Secundomia has now announced that the 

Secundomian Forums have been revamped and are in the best 

shape ever. He is currently taking on the daunting task of 

transferring the community to the Forums. The forums were 

actually put online in Spring 2010, however, the President 

could not garner enough interest in the forums, and no-one 

registered. However, three secundomians have already 

registered, and the forum structure has been revised, making 

the forum look better than ever. If you are a Secundomian, 

and you haven't registered, please visit the forums at 

http://secundomia.forumsmotion.com.
IMT Sports         

2010 Olympics: Checkers Postponed
The Facilitator of the 2010 Olympics has announced that 

the Preliminaries for the Checkers event have been postponed 

to tuesday. Stay tuned to the Intermicronational Tribune for 

more news on the 2010 Micronational Olympics.

http://secundomia.forumsmotion.com/
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Nemkhavia to leave the FRA1
Earlier today Governor Mark Meehan of Nemkhavia 

announced that the protectorate would once again became an 

independent nation. 

This isn't the first time Nemkhavia has fluctuated from 

independent to dependent and back again. Nemkhavia started 

as an independent nation in 2009. It's claims of citizens and 

activity are now known to be fake, but they were, and still 

are, one of the most respected nations in the community. 

Nemkhavia felt itself growing close to the controversial 

nation of Pristinia, and they formed the Socialist Union of 

Nemkhavia and Pristinia. However, the Union quickly broke 

apart and Nemkhavia became independent. 

Recently, after admitting his citizen claims were false, 

Mr. Meehan announced his desire to join another nation in the 

community. He decided to make Nemkhavia a protectorate of 

A1. And now it has become independent again. We wish 

Nemkhavia well in it's journey on the wiki, and we hope to 

see exciting times ahead.
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City Weather for Nov. 9 (MSN)

Astor Imporia (NMK)  
Prad (EGT)

 
Ppritville (A1)

 
Filland (A1)

 
Lichthalzen (A1)

 
Middle Secundomia (SCND)

 
Merenneitoja (SCND)
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Microball

This episode written and illustrated by Joe Foxon of Wyke.
xkcd

Written and illustrated by Randall Munroe

Secundomian Media
(secundomia@yahoo.com)


